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Now students can bring home the classroom expertise of McGraw-Hill to help them sharpen their

math skills!  McGraw-Hill's Math Grade 2 helps your elementary-school student learn and practice

basic math skills he or she will need in the classroom and on standardized NCLB tests. Its attractive

four-color page design creates a student-friendly learning experience, and all pages are filled to the

brim with activities for maximum educational value. All content aligned to state and national

standards "You Know It!" features reinforce mastery of learned skills before introducing new

material "Reality Check" features link skills to real-world applications "Find Out About It" features

lead students to explore other media "World of Words" features promote language acquisition

Discover more inside: A week-by-week summer study plan to be used as a "summer bridge"

learning and reinforcement program Each lesson ends with self-assessment that includes items

reviewing concepts taught in previous lessons Intervention features address special-needs students
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Used this as a ten week summer resource since I pulled my daughter late in the year and really

wanted to see where she stood academically. She learned a few things, it gave her an extra boost

to start 3rd grade and it gave me the confidence to continue on. Please note this is based on a 10

week structure. Quick, but not extremely in depth.

This workbook was bought for my homeschooled child, compared to other math books set for 2nd



grade it is the same. Problems were what I expected for this grade. If your grade can do two number

problems, can tell time and count money, then a higher grade book is needed. I thought about

returning because it was not what I needed, but I have a younger child that can use it.

My son that turned 5 years old several months ago has completed 1/3 of the workbook and has

learned a lot. I must admit we have worked with our son a lot prior to the workbook. His knowledge

of math has expanded with the use of the workbook. The workbook does explain borrowing,

placement of extra numbers, and how it is applied to in real life. The workbook could be expanded

and get into more detail, but for a quick review I am pleased with the workbook. I would recommend

it for 5 year olds.

As a teacher, I was expecting more in the way of children being able to truly practice skills that are

challenging. For example, the very few pages on two digit addition and subtraction were far too

short for a child to fully understand and apply these concepts if he/she is just learning them, or is

struggling and needs additional practice. Not much help in the classroom!

this one I use in conjunction with his regular math book. easy to follow, good examples and easy to

understand. goes in order of his school study.

Good resource, but limited in scope. Also not much on basic second grade skills. It is working out as

was expected.

Good book!
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